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Abstract: This paper is to highlight research avenues for improving 
the understanding of electronic service quality (E-service quality), 
based on a critical review of previous literature. The paper explores 
various dimensions of e-service quality in different applications and 
also tries to focus on e-service quality, specifically towards Indian 
banking industry. The review of various previous studies reveals that 
customer satisfaction and behavioral intention is affected by e-
service quality. Number of models has also been developed by 
several authors to find out the dimensions of e-service quality 
affecting customer satisfaction and behavioral intention but these 
models are not tested empirically in banking industry. This paper 
comprises a compiled report on the review of previous research on 
dimensions of e-service quality in different application and banking 
sector. The review had shown that there are various dimensions 
which are common to all researches while some dimensions are 
different in different researches. This paper brings a lot of 
information on e-service quality under one roof and provides new 
directions to e-service quality researchers. This paper offers 
practical help to researchers and practitioners in providing a 
direction for e-service quality improvement by indicating the common 
theme that emerges from the literature review on e-service quality. It 
also throws the light on dimensions of e-service quality, which can 
help to the banking industry to develop a website in a country like 
India where e-word is still in its nascent stage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the era of globalization and liberalization and use of 
information technology, most companies are now trying to 
attract and win customers by providing high quality of e-
service [21]. The organizations are shifting their focus to e-
service quality in place of traditional service quality in their 
complete transaction process i.e. pre, in and post stages. 

This is a new changing way of interactions between customers 
and service firms. Companies are establishing websites, which 
are regarded as a new corridor to carry out business 
transactions and customers can make purchase and other 
works by these websites. It had also made possible to the 
companies to access a worldwide market with low operating 
cost, to provide information in depth, and to provide 
customers electronic services. But this new corridor to carry 
out business specifically in service sector has also opened a 
new front of competition for the companies.  

The dimension that determines the success or failure of any 
company that uses the latest technologies is not only low 
prices or web, but the quality of e-service [56]. Proper 
utilization of e-services can be a powerful tool to increase 
overall service provision and create higher standards in 
various industries [17]. Offering high level of e-service quality 
is crucial in building customer loyalty, encouraging repeated 
purchases, and maintaining long term relationships with 
customers. This in turn will enhance operational efficiency 
and profitability [12]. It has been argued by [11] that firms 
move their focus to e-service in their complete transaction 
process before, during and after transaction stage. 

In banking industry, the more efficient banking services have 
been significantly affected due the development in information 
technology. Due to this more banking services are affected. 
The internet provides an efficient delivery channel through 
which customers banking services can be delivered more 
conveniently and economically [16]. Internet is a delivery 
channel in internet banking by which bank activities are to be 
conduct for example, transferring funds, paying bills, viewing 
and checking account balances, purchasing financial 
instruments etc. [16]. By [8] internet banking is “Banking 
services delivered over the internet. These include opening 
and closing accounts, domestic and foreign money transfer, 
standing orders, direct debit, debit card application, loan 
application etc.”  

During the last few years there have been so many published 
reports in referred international journals and conferences on 
identifying the key dimensions of electronic service quality, 
the subjects of these studies have been customers in Sweden, 
Taiwan, Hongkong, USA and US [5, 38, 30]. 

However given theories of e- service quality are based on 
behavior, perception, satisfaction etc. and some scale were 
prepared for assessing the e- service quality for measuring the 
dimension in different service industry, which were used by 
various authors in their research. Similarly some models were 
also developed by some authors to analyze the dimensions of 
e-service quality like [45, 33, 43] etc.  
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In India, only 7% account holders use internet banking [52]. 
The reason for these low users of internet baking may be is 
unforeseen fraud or may be no personal interaction with the 
bank or bank employee. So research is needed to uncover 
those dimensions by which bank can satisfy their customers to 
build up and maintain the relationship with them without 
personal interaction. 

In the light of fewer studies found on internet banking and e-
service quality and there are various issues like (dimensions, 
model etc.) yet to be explored. This research provides a 
significant contribution to the literature by exploring the 
nature of e-service quality.  

2. NEED FOR PRESENT STUDY  

The use of information technology is affecting the economies 
of the nations. Now the focus has been shifting from profit 
maximization to maximizing profit through customer 
satisfaction. This is now creating a pressure on the companies. 
This pressure of competition is forcing the organizations to not 
only take place at the processes, but also on the way that are 
delivered. During past decade scenario has been changed 
drastically due to the increased use of information technology. 
Some of the changes that have been taken place in the 
business are: 
1. Necessity to coordinate processes across many sites 
2. Quick response to customers’ needs 
3. Worldwide relationships between various trade partners, 

suppliers though internet; 
4. Easily accessible information through internet; 
5. Flexible and efficient online service/product 

customization etc.  

This study can help to identify the various general dimensions 
of e-service quality at one roof. It is also aimed to review the 
previous research on e-service quality specifically for the 
banking industry. This study thus attempts to provide benefits 
to practicing managers and researchers by compiling a large 
amount of information on dimensions of e-service quality at 
one place. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

With the rapid increase in the no. of banks offering online 
services, e-service quality is a new parameter it the 
differentiating factor to their services. Therefore 
comprehensive review of literature and related models 
relevant to the research problem is them presented, starting 
with introducing the concept of e-service quality, and followed 
by measurement on e-service quality. 

 E-Service Quality  

Based on the traditional service definition of Rowley [42] 
defines e-service as “deeds, effort or performances whose 

delivery is mediated by information technology (including the 
web, information kiosk and mobile devices). Such e-service 
includes the service element of e-tailing, customer support and 
service, and service delivery”. According to Ziethaml [57], e-
service quality is “the extent to which a website facilitates 
efficient and effective shopping, purchasing and delivery of 
products and services”. Another definition by [45] is 
“consumers’ overall judgment and evaluation of the excellence 
and quality of e-service offerings in the virtual marketplace”. 

Measurement for E-Service Quality  

There are number of methods that allow for the measurement 
of a company’s e-service profile as perceived by its customers. 
The best-known methods are: WEBQUAL, developed by [34], 
E-SERVQUAL, developed by [57], E-TailQ developed by 
[50] and E-S-QUAL developed by [38] and Other 
measurement instruments use the commercial performance of 
a website, measured by the number of clicks, or purchases 
generated by the website [28]. A selected critical review of e-
service quality dimensions had been shown in Table 1 

E-Service Quality in Banking  

Review on Internet banking e-service quality dimensions used 
to measure e-service quality at the country level shows that 
beside the dimensions used in E-SERVQUAL, some 
researchers found site aesthetics, assurance and 
personalization are also important. The study of [25], on 
Internet banking e-service quality in USA indicated that three 
dimensions constituted the e-service quality; namely 
Efficiency, Contact and Customization. Efficiency also was 
found to be a major component of Internet banking e-service 
quality in Hong Kong [37], Sweden [30], and Taiwan [51]. 
The study of [51] on Internet banking in Taiwan indicated that 
dimensions that constitute Internet banking e-service quality 
were Efficiency, Fulfillment, System Availability, Privacy, 
Contact, Compensation, Site Aesthetics, Customization.  

Table 1: REVIEW TABLE 

Author
Domain of 
Measure 

Dimensions 

[3] 
web site 
quality 

Usability, design, information, trust, 
empathy 

[14] 
internet 
retailing 
quality 

Web store functionality, product attribute 
description, ownership condition, 
delivered products, customer service, 
security 

[23] 
internet 
retail service 
quality  

Performance, access, security, sensation, 
information 

[39] web site 
Information content, design, security, 
privacy 

[53] 
e-service 
quality 

Reliability, access, ease of use , 
personalization, security, crediability 
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[6] 
online 
service 
quality 

Web site design, trustworthiness, reliable 
service, communication  

[50] etail quality 
Website design, reliability, security, 
customer service  

[27] 
online 
service 
quality 

Reliable, attentiveness, ease of use, access, 
security, credibility 

[31] 
apparel 
ebsite 
quality 

Web appearance, Entertainment, 
Informational fit to task, Transaction 
capability, Response time, Trust 

[35] 
e-retial 
service 
quality 

Tangibility, assurance, reliability, 
purchasing process ,responsiveness 

[54] 
online 
service 
quality 

Reliability, responsiveness, competence, 
ease of use, security, product portfolio,  

[33] 
online 
service 
quality 

Web site design, reliability, 
responsiveness, trust, personalization 

[38] 
electronic 
service 
quality 

Efficiency, system availability, fulfillment, 
privacy, responsiveness, compensation, 
contact 

[54] 
web portal 
quality 

Usability, usefulness of content, adequacy 
of information, accessibility, interaction 

[22] 
e-banking 
service 
quality 

Accuracy, reliability, good queue 
management, personalization, 
responsiveness, customer service, targeted 
customer service 

[11] 
e-service 
quality 

Customer service , web design, assurance, 
order management  

[20] 
e-travel 
service 
quality 

Information quality, security, website 
functionality, customer relationships, 
responsiveness  

[49] 

e-CRM 
service 
quality 
(library) 

Tangibles, Reliability, Responsiveness, 
Assurance, Empathy  

[36] 

e-service 
quality 
(online 
banking) 

Web usability, Security, Information 
quality, Access, Trust, Reliability, 
Flexibility, Responsiveness, Self-recovery, 
Personalization/customization 

[43] 
e-service 
quality  

Efficiency, Trust, system availability, 
fulfillment, loyalty, privacy, satisfaction 

[46] 
e-service 
quality 

Trust, customized communication, ease of 
use, website content, reliability, speed of 
delivery  

[47] 
e-service 
quality in 
banking  

Privacy, Information quality, Ease of use, 
Graphic style, Reliability, Responsiveness 

[19] 
e-service 
quality (e-
retail banks) 

Personal needs, Site organization, User 
friendliness, Efficiency of web site 

[40] 
e-service 
quality 

Ease of use, Information, Content, 
Reliabiltiy, Privacy, Post purchase service  

[7] 
e-service 
quality  

Usefulness, Ease of use, Entertainment, 
Complimentary relation 

[18] 
e-health 
service 
quality  

Potential quality, Process quality, Outcome 
quality,  

[15] 
e-service 
quality  

Web site quality, Service fulfillment 
process, High variety of offerings 

[48] 

e-service 
quality (e-
technology 
based 
services) 

Reliability, Responsiveness, Competence, 
Accessibility, Courtesy, Communication, 
Crediability, Security, Understanding, 
Tangibility  

[29] 
e-service 
quality 
(ATM) 

Tangibles, Card, Discipline, Reliability, 
Affordability, Instruments, Ease of use, 
Location 

[44] 
e-service 
quality (e-
banking) 

Efficiency, Availability, Fulfillment, 
Privacy, Responsiveness, Contact 

[2] 
e-service 
quality 
(banking) 

Reliability, Responsiveness, Ease of use, 
Personalization, Website design, Security  

[32] 
e-service 
quality in 
banking  

System availability, e-fulfillment, 
efficiency, cost-effectiveness, 
responsiveness, convenience, contact, 
perceived value, brand reputation  

4. OBSERVATIONS  

It has been noticed that existing research into e-service quality 
is based on the examination of actual service quality 
performance. The opportunity now exists to extend this by 
assessing the degree to which the measures are fully 
representative of customer expectations. There are many 
studies assessing e-service quality in banking contexts, with 
most emphasizing the importance of technical aspects of web 
site delivery. In the context of online product [14], [3], [10] 
and [9] focus on internet retailing and shopping service 
quality. Other research investigating electronic delivery 
channels (including internet banking, ATMs and telephone 
banking) confirms banking success and profitability as being 
dependent upon service quality [44] and [22]. However, as [1] 
indicate, a significant relationship between internet service 
quality and consumer satisfaction is yet to be established, and 
this gap provides the impetus for an examination of how 
important attributes of online delivery such as web site 
content, information accuracy, security, timeliness of 
information and web site aesthetics are to consumers. Hence, 
this research is positioned within the specific context of 
internet banking exclusively, to avoid biasing influences of 
multiple e-channel distribution methods.  

5. CONCLUSION  

Due to technological advancement and globalization India is 
flooded with foreign banks and e banking facilities. Efforts are 
being put in to give a satisfactory service to customers. Phone 
banking and Net banking have been introduced. The entire 
system has become more convenient and swift. 

To offer variety of financial services to their customers many 
banks have utilized the internet. These services involve the 
interaction between banks and customer. According to [40] e-
banking makes favorable conditions for their customers to 
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access the financial information and to make transactions 
without going to banks. 532 incidents were analyzed by [26] 
and they developed 17 dimensions for banking service quality: 
product variety/diverse features, reliability, responsiveness, 
competence, courtesy, creditability, access, communication, 
understanding the customer, collaboration, continuous 
improvement, content, accuracy, ease of use, timeliness, 
aesthetics and security. [13] have suggested four dimensions 
such as: service offered access to services, security and 
reputation. Then five dimensions were delivered by [24], such 
as web site interface, trust, attention and credibility. Six 
dimensions were given by [4] for e-banking portal and they 
were security, trust, additional services, added values, 
transaction support and responsiveness. Four dimensions, 
personal needs, site organization, user friendliness and 
efficiency of web site were identified by [19] in e-retail banks.  

This review reveals confusion and gaps in understanding the 
models empirically and dimensions of e-service quality in 
Indian internet banking industry for the satisfaction of the 
customers. Since less studies have been found on internet 
banking and e-service quality in India hence there are various 
issues yet to be unfolded. So a study is needed to examine it 
further and to find out the dimensions of e-service quality, 
their impact on customer satisfaction, and behavioral intention 
of customers in Indian banking spectrum. 

6. FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA 

The review of literature has brought forward a scarcity of 
research on e-service quality in Indian banking. So, empirical 
research could be organized for further exploration of the 
subject, alongside the following steps of:  

1. For the moment, the research on importance of e-service 
quality in banking sector still is missing a strong 
theoretical basis. So, to better understanding of 
importance of e-service quality in Indian banking industry 
researcher can conduct a research. 

2. What are the dimensions of e-service quality in Indian 
Banking industry? 

3. What is the impact of e-service quality on customer 
satisfaction? 

4. What is impact of e-service quality on behavioral 
intention? 

5. Researcher can also find the linkages between e-service 
quality dimensions, customer satisfaction and behavioral 
intention in the context of banking sector. 

6. How is e-service quality best measured for online 
banking? 

7. Are there any particular e-service quality aspects that are 
of particular importance to online banking customers? 
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